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Awards to recognize 'excellent' teachers

Volume 100 Number 9

by NORMAN M. WADE
reporter
With less than three weeks to
go, nomination deadline for the
1998-99 outstanding teaching
awards is approaching.
Nominations for the Marshall and Shirley Reynolds
Outstanding Teacher Award
must be submitted by Sep. 30,
and the Pickens-Queen
Teaching Awards are due no
later than Oct. 3.
So far, 10 nominations for the
Reynolds Award and six nominations for the Pickens-Queen
Award have been received.

Marshall University's student newspaper - Celebrating our 100th year!

Page edited by Rebeccah Cantley

"People do not seek excellence to win teaching
awards. It's the other way around. It's the
teaching awards that recognize excellence in
the commitment to teaching."

ticipation in inter disciplinary
courses, honor programs and
scholarship and research.
In contrast with the Reynolds
.award, the Pickens-Queen
Teaching Award recognizes
junior faculty members, Hensley said.
All full-time, tenure-track
faculty who are at the instructor/assistant professor rank
and have completed six or less
years of service at Marshall
University are eligible for the
award.
In addition to recognizing the
Please see AWARDS, PS

While both awards are
designed to recognize and
award excellence in teaching,
they have different purposes
and requirements.
Dr. Frances S. Hensley, associate vice president for academic affairs, said the awards are
"a concrete, public way to recognize our outstanding teachers at Marshall University."
People do not seek excellence
to win teaching awards,"
Hensley said. "It's the other
way around."
"It's the teaching awards,"
Hensley said, "that recognize
excellence in the commitment

Dr. Frances S. Hensley,

associate vice president for academic affairs.

to teaching."
The first award, the
Marshall and Shirley Reynolds
Outstanding Teacher Award, is
in its 13th year at Marshall.
The award is presented to
one faculty member and pays a

hllnder
urf
Carpets, plaques

$3,000 stipend.
All full-time faculty members
who have completed three or
more years of service at
Marshall are eligible.
Selection is a two-level
process.

"Marshall people seem to
be big spenders," McCarty
said. "They are buying more
than just the inexpensive
pieces, and they are averagingPresident
1.2 itemsofperthesale."
Big Green
Scholarship Foundat10n,
Rick Thompson, said that so
far he is really pleased with
the results. ·
"We are averaging 10 to 20
·sales per day," he said.
"There is alot of interest."
McCarty said they are
receiving orders from as far
away as Florida. And two
men from South Carolina
bought alarge piece to take
with are
themgoing
·on toroadset trips.
They
their
grill on it when they tailgate.
McCarty said the most
popular item so far is The
Thunder, a lucite paperweight with an embedded
chunk of the turf inside,
which sells for $35.
Also a big seller is The
Champion, which is a $95

Helping othe~s

Fair to ·1promote
volunteer action
MORE INFO

and paperweights
made from fi91d

by BROOKE PERRY
reporter
Marshall alumni appear to
be big spenders when it
comes to buying football turf,
said Tim McCarty, president
of Admiral Awards.
McCarty and his business
are overseeing sales of
Marshall football turf, and so
far the Marshall alumnus
said the sale has been successful.
Admiral Awards has
worked with many schools
across the country, including
the University of Tennessee,
Princeton, Notre Dame and
the University
Kentucky.
McCartyofsaid
sales
for the Marshall items are
proportionately competitive
against the sales of the larger schools.
Since the beginning of the
turf sales from the stadium,
Marshall alumni seem to
keep pulling out their wallets.

The first level of screening is
based upon evaluation by students, statements from the
nominee, and recommendation
from immediate supervisors or
department committees.
Asmall number of finalists
will be selected.
For the second level of
screening, the committee will
solicit information through
observations and interviews
considering the following criteria: design of innovative and
effective teaching strategies;
evidence of effective classroom
instruction; development of
curriculum, new courses, par-

Admiral Awards is overseeing sales of football turf. Pieces
of the field can be purchased in alucite paperweight that
sells for $35. A$95 plaque features apiece of the turf with a
photograph of the last game played on it. Asmaller plaque
and turf to cover patios is also available. Tim McCarty, president of Admiral Awards, said Marshall alumni are the biggest

buyers when it comes to football turf. All proceeds benefit
the Big Green Scholarship Foundation.
plaque featuring a piece of able for $110 and $150
turf and acolor photograph of depending on the size of the
the last game played on it piece.
from the sale go to
Other items available for sale theProceeds
Big Green Scholarship
are a smaller version of the
plaque, named The Herd, Foundation.
which sells for $65, and large The football turf was
sections ofraw turf, which can replaced this past summer
be used for patios, are avail- because of extensive wear.

Spirit of the Dance tickets

by CAROLINE R. LOTOUX
reporter
I
Avolunteer fair may give students and faculty members the The Office of Student
opportunity to get involved in Actlvitt.s and Greek
community service.
Marshall University 's Office Affairs will sponsor avol•
of Student Activities and Greek unteer fair.
Affairs will sponsor the volun- When: 11 a.m. to 3p.m.,
teer fair 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
- Wednesday on the Memorial Wednesday
Where: Memorial
Student Center Plaza.
"The purpose of the fair is to Student Center Plaza.
encourage Marshall University Details: Eighteen
students to participate in com- community service
munity service," Carol L.
Fugitt, graduate assistant of organizations have
Student Activities, said.
registered to proNational studies indicate
volunteer sermany college students believe mote
vice among students
it is essential or very important and
faculty.
that they "help others who are
in diffici.iltyt she said.
Students have shown involvement in the past two years, one with achild, go to activiaccording to the Office of ties, and tutor.
Student
Activities. Thirteen
are very
student organizations,
includ- "Studenttovolunteers
our organization,"
ing fraternities and sororities, beneficial
Sadowski
said.
contributed to 4,644 hours of
have to go though
community service and. helped anVolunteers
interview process to become
raise $53,000, according to the a Big
Brother
Big Sister.
office. So far 18 service organi- However, studentsor who
are not
zations have already registered eligible for the position can
for the volunteer fair this year. help by participating in still
the
Service organizations includ-tree sale.
ing Big Brothers-Big Sisters Christmas
Another
community
service
have been involved with the organization, the American
volunteer fair program in the Red Cross, also benefited last
past. Tricia Sadowski, Big
from 10 Marshall stuBrothers-Big Sisters secretary, year
help.
said five to 10 students com- dents'
"We
have been involved with
mitted last year to see achild . the volunteer
fair since it startSadowski said student volun- ed," Judith Flournoy,
Cross
teers are needed to meet one to director of volunteersRed
said.

become ghosts of the past
•

by Carol Wight
reporter
Students picked up tickets so
fast that they might have easily been mistaken for the runaway freight train sound of the
thirty pairs of shoes dancing in
the Spirit of the Dance show
itself.
"We have never given out
student tickets so quickly,"
Angela Grant of the Marshall
Artists Series said.
Tickets available to students
were sold out before the end of
the first day of ticket availability, Sept. 16.
Because of the quick ticket
sellout, Spirit tickets now held
by students are of great value.

If aticket holder is not able to
attend, tickets can be returned
to the Artists Series Office, 160
Smith Hall. Returned tickets
will be accepted until show
time.
Spirit of the Dance is promoted by the Series office as an
exciting Irish dance combined
with a passionate story line
and beautiful love songs.
The show will premiere .8
p.m.,Wed.,Oct. 7in the KeithAlbee Theatre.
The performance is sponsored in part by WOWK-TY,
photo courtesy of Marshall Artists Series
The Dawg radio station and
The Marshall Artists Series. Tickets to Spirit of the Dance are sold out. If aticket holder is
For more information call the
able to attend the show, tickets can be returned to the
Artists Series office at 696- not
Marshall Artists Series office in Smith Hall room 160.
6656.

•j

photo by Rebeccah Cantley

Lesley Clements, graduate student and editor of the online yearbook, talks Monday with Amanda Ball, Kenova
freshman, at the activities fair, sponsored by the Student
Activities Programming Board. Ball signed up to proof stories for the publication. Other groups at the fair included
Gamma Beta Phi Society Inc., Baptist Student Union and
Tae Kwon Do Club.
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Congress
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tapes
and
evi
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ence
Tapes
let
publ
i
c
vi
e
w
Lewinsky's accounts contradict Clinton
private life of Clinton
WASHINGTON (AP)
"I am not. going to answer your trick
Congress laid before a wary
questions."
nation Monday the raw footage
of President
jury
testimonyClinton'
and 3,183s grand
pages
President Clinton
of evidence chronicling his relato prosecutors in grand jury testimony
tionship with Monica Lewinsky her "sexual soulmate" and tes- 'don't deny it."'
in explicit detail.
tifies about her frustration that Clinton said he never told
"It's an embarrassing and the president hadn't taken Ms. Lewinsky to lie in the
personally painful thing," their sexual activity further. Jones lawsuit. And he said
Clinton told the grand jurors. "Maybe that was his way of there was nothing improper in
The videotape of Clinton's being able to feel OK about it, their conversations about turntestimony began playing his way of being able to justify ing gifts that he had given to
unedited
on television
sets itfled.or rationalize it," she testi- Office
Ms. Lewinsky
Oval
across America
shortly before
secretary over
BettytoCurrie
9:30 a.m. EDT.
Ms. Lewinsky contradicted after they were subpoenaed.
The tape portrays Clinton .as the president on several key The handoff of the gifts was
sometimes
aspects ofhehisdidsworn
as evitors'
questionsangry
and atotherprosecutimes insisting
touchtestimony,
her body cited
dence bythatprosecutors
Clinton obstructed
expressing bitterness at how during their sexual encounters justice.
the Paula Jones lawsuit precip- and that they were alone at Ms. Lewinsky "may have
itated Independent Counsel times in the Oval Office. She been worried about this gift
Kenneth Starr's criminal inves- dates their first sexual business but it didn't bother
tigation of the Lewinsky mat•'- encounter to November 1995 me," Clinton testified.
ter."I deplored what they were while
still an began
intern; hein provide
The materials
today
said she
the was
contacts
one sidereleased
of the story:
doing," Clinton said of the January 1996 after she had a the material that Starr said
Jones lawsuit. Jabbing his paid White House job.
supports his case for 11 possihand at prosecutors for empha- At the request of one grand bly impeachable offenses
sis, he insisted that in his juror, Ms. Lewinsky recounts against the president.
January testimony in the Jones her conversations with Clinton Even before the transcripts
case, he was "determined to about concealing or denying were made public, the White
w~lk thro~~h the_ minefie_ld of their sexual relationship, dis- House described the release of
this deposition without v10lat- ~ cussions that prosecutors the material as a "garbage
in~ the law, and I~lieve Idid." : allege amounted to obstruction dump."
Ideplored the mnocent peo• of justice.
The evidence included atable
ple they were tormenting and "I told him Icould always - I chronicling Clinton and Ms.
~raumatizi~g.
d~plored
~heir
would
always
deny
it.
I
would
Lewinsky'
s encounters,
illegal leakmg, Clinton sa1d. always protect him," Ms. began in August
1995 withwhich
"eye
Atwo-volume set of evidence Lewinsky said. She was then contact" and "flirtation" and led
w~s
deli".~red
to
lawmake~s
asked
by
a
juror
to
recount
to
"physical
intimacy"
that
this mormng, then made ava1l- what the president said.
November.
able
to ~he p~blic.
includesto hearing
"I'm seeing
smile and
meeting
is a
Ms. Lewmsky
sown Itaccou~t
himhimsaying
'that'I'ms Dec.The28,table'
1997,s last
meeting
in which
prose~utors and the grand_Jury, good,' or - something affirma- Ms. Lewinsky gave Clinton
mwhich she calls the president tive. You know. Not - not - Christmas gifts that included a

!

210 17th Street (Across from the MU Science Building)
Huntington, WV Phone 522-4951

Clinton combats
world terrorism

*Come In For Some Free Love*
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2557 3rd Ave. 522-7812

senior Democrat on the
panel, said the material was
"sexually explicit, it is offensive, it is obscene, it does not
build up any kind of case one
·way or the other."
What impact will the
release have on Clinton and
on the office he holds?
"I don't think the presidency is somehow weakened,"
said Erwin Hargrove, aprofessor of history at Vanderbilt University. But at the
same time, Hargrove said he
worries about the increasingly divisive mood in the
capital. "If things become
very partisan, Ithink people
will turn off," he said.
He called the presidency "a
place we look up to, amoral
authority," then added that
"Bill's lost that."
"That's a pretty resilient
office," said Stephen Hess, a
senior scholar at the
Brookings Institution and
author of a recent book on
campaign etiquette. He disagreed with the "conventional wisdom that the roof is
going
on (Clinton)."
"Thisto fall
is ainstory
that, in
some ways, the public attitude has been locked in
cement for seven months,"
said Hess, citing opinion surveys
that whileof
many that
peoplefinddisapprove
Clinton's conduct, they want
him to remain in office.

Part-time Jobs Fair
Wednesday, September 23

1-4pm
Don Morris Room

Student Center

$25.
00 Per Semester
Valid Only Marshall Student

With
ID!
*
Conveniently
Located
Close
$9.oo to Campus at TTA Center 13th
Voteds
Street and 4th Avenue
Tri-State'
*
Newly Paved Lot
Best Barber
Shop
*
Safe
and Secure -Lighted 24
Craig Barber Stylist Dunford
Dennis
Hours aDay
Black
Same Day Appointments *For More Information Call
Walk In's Welcome
Still Only

WASHINGTON (AP) Whether captured on White
House tapes or depicted in
grand jury testimony, apresident's private moments can
have a devastating impact
on the public's perception of
the person holding the
nation's highest office.
Richard Nixon's White
House audio tapes revealed
aman prone to outbursts of
foul language and obsessed
by the belief that his political
enemies
against
him. were plotting
Today, the public was getting a look at private
moments President Clinton
never thought would be
seen. Over the objections of
Democrats, the Republican
majority on the House
Judiciary Committee votM
Friday to release nearly all
the material sent to
Congress by Independent
Counsel
Kenneth-Starr.
The material
a videotape of Clinton's grand jury
testimony and other evidence gathered by the prosecutors
depicts himpossible
in the
most -negative
terms, as a president who
had an illicit relationship
with ayoung intern and who
reacted angrily when questioned
by prosecutors.
Arguing
against the committee release, Rep. John
Conyers of Michigan, the

UNIVERSITY DIMER
R-Y-B-W tttfheyourar(!sight!all precious

briefly. .

UNITED NATIONS
(AP)
- President Clinton
Monday called anew for a
united international front
to combat terrorists and
their new, high-tech ability to kill and maim. "This
is a threat to all
humankind," he said.
Clinton went before the
53rd session of the U.N.
General Assembly to
press his case that the
fight against terrorism
remains atop priority on
the world's agenda.
The White House hoped
the image of the president
in an international leadership role would counter
that ofjury
atestywitness
Clintonalsoas
grand
playing Monday before an
American public both
curious and reluctant to
see it.

sexually suggestive candy gag
gift.
Americans watching on TVs
and computers across the country saw their president taking
the oath before a grand jury,
wrestling with difficult and
graphic questions and trying to
fall back on a technical, legal
defense.
"I am not going to answer
your trick questions," the president snapped at prosecutors at
one point. At another, he tells
lawyers his memory "is not
what it was when Icame here"
because of the crush of information that he faces as president.
The president testified in the
Map Room under bright light
that
with the
mutedcontrasted
glow bathing
the warm
same
room when he gave his TV
address to the nation later that
day.
The formality and legalism of
his testimony contrasts starkly
with
that ofwho
the youthful
Lewinsky,
spoke ofMs.a
"mushy note" and scolded prosecutors during tough questions
by saying, "Oh, you really want
to embarrass me don't you?"
The testimony showed
Clinton reading a statement
early on describing his relationship with Ms. Lewinsky as
involving "sexual banter" and
"inappropriate
intimate contact."
He then refuses to describe
the relationship further when
prosecutors press for more.

529-6091

Questions???
Call 696-6785
Career Services Center
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Hurricane Georges barrels into the
Carribbean with winds of 115 mph

5Pa•aJackson speaks against poverty

Page edited by Kelly Donahue

CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP)
- The Rev. Jess~ Jackson is
hinting that he may make
another run for president.
"I have not decided to run yet," the head of Operation
Push/Rainbow Coalition said
Sunday at the First Baptist
Church in Huntington.' "I have
decided to set the agenda. That
is, adequate jobs, adequate
education, adequate health
care for all."
Jackson's speech to about 300
parishioners
partNoof One
his
"Close
the Gap,wasLeave
Behind" tour that will end
Sept. 27 with a rally in
Nelsonville, Ohio. The tour is

part of his effort to draw attention to poverty in Appalachia.
Jackson, who unsuccessfully
sought the Democratic Party's
presidential nomination in
1984 and 1988, also·attended a
rally Sunday at Fairmont to
boost the spirits of workers who
are protesting layoffs at
Phillips Lighting Co.
"I want buses from Fairmont
to Nelsonville, Ohio, next
Sunday where we will have a
huge rally," Jackson said. "We
mean to stir you up."
Since 1983, aseries of layoffs
has sliced the work force at the
Phillips plant from about 1,700
employees to 170 workers.

"No change ever comes from
the White House," Jackson told
the crowd outside the Marion
County
Courthouse.
"Whenever you change your
mind, you change the world."
Jackson joined Gov. Cecil
Underwood, United Mine
Workers President Cecil
Roberts and other labor leaders
and politicians.
"As I talk to people, I get a
sense that many of you have
surrendered your spirit. Count
your many blessings, don't wallow in the misery of the thing
you don't have," Jackson said.
' You are citizens of America."
Roberts echoed Jackson's

views when introducing the
civil rights leader.
"If you work for aliving, you
ought not live in poverty," he
said. ' We want the politicians
to put an end to poverty and we
want health care for every single person in America."
Mary Beth DeLaReintrie lost
her job in the plant's most
recent layoffs. The 33-year veteran said she was touched by
Jackson's support.
"We need more people like
him to speak for us in the labor
force; being aman of God and a
true American and alabor man
fighting for labor issues," she
said.

One
night
as
homeless
person
opens eyes to important things

FAIRMONT, W.Va. (AP)" When the outing began at 10
a.m. on abrisk, sunny morning,
the young women were clean,
eager and smiling. With loaded
backpacks and sturdy sneakers, they set off on a 24:hour
odyssey.
By the end of their experiment with homelessness, they
were rumpled, weary and r~ady
to go home - stiff and "sore
from sleeping on cold concrete,
makeup worn off, unwashed
hair tucked into ballcaps.
They wanted hot showers

'What was important to me at 10 o'clock yesterday is not so important today."

Tina Fowler,
Volunteer
Even in a small town, sirens
and some peace and quiet.
headlights glare and
"What was important to me blare,
at 10 o'clock yesterday is not so truck brakes squeal around the
important today," says Tina clock.
Hours before most people are
Fowler.
snooze button, the
Sleep comes easily after 14 hitting thepick
up their bags·
hours of walking just to keep homeless
busy. But it doesn't last long. and start walking, plotting how

and where they will spend their
day, waiting for ashelter or a
soup kitchen to open for breakfast, praying it doesn't rain.
Fowler and several other
women walked among them for
a day, voluntarily giving up
creature comforts to raise afew
hundred dollars for a Marion
County shelter. "We know that
this isn't real and we're certain} ynot making light of what
homelessness is all about," said
Linda Ashby, acase worker at
Scott Place Shelter in
Fairmont.

ST. JOHN'S, Antigua (AP) - Hurricane Georges barreled into
the easternmost islands of the Caribbean with 115 mph winds
today, flooding towns, knocking out electricity and forcing hundreds to evacuate their homes.
More than 1,600 people sought shelter in schools and public
buildings in the U.S. Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico, where the
full force of the storm was expected to strike later today.
Both U.S. territories declared states of emergency and activated National Guard troops to help patrol streets and evacuate residents.
Tuesday Sept. 22,1998
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Men athletes have more
privileges,
complaint says
MARTINSBURG, W.Va. "Just because there

(AP) - Female athletes in the
Berkeley County school system are not given the same
privileges that male athletes
are given, afederal civil rights
complaint alleges.
The U.S. Department of
Education will
complaint,
filedinvestigate
more thanthea
year ago under Title IX, which
mandates equal opportunity
in school athletics.
Among the allegations are
that male athletes are admitted free to some sporting
events, while female athletes
are not.
Also, summer programs are
funded for male athletes only,
according to the complaint.
Documents obtained by The
Journal of Martinsburg do not
make clear which school or
schools are targeted in the
complaint. There are three
high schools in Berkeley
County.
Berkeley County >School
Superintendent Manny Arvon
refused to say how tpe complaint originated. But Arvon
did say he would like the
school system to correct any
problems found in the investigation.
"Just because there's an
investigation doesn't mean
you're guilty of anything,"
Arvon said.
"Investigations are not bad.
Idon't look at it as being bad.
Ilook at it as fact-finding."
According to the documents,

is an investigation
doesn't mean you're
guilty of anything.
Investigations are
not bad. Idon't look
at it as being bad. I
look at it as fact
finding."
Manny Avron,

Berkely County School
Superintendent

the investigation will be broken into five categories: equipment and supplies; scheduling
of games and practice times;
travel and per diem allowance;
publicity; and locker rooms,
practice and competitive facilities.
A spokesman for the
Department of Education's
Office of Civil Rights said the
investigation will involve
many aspects of the county's
athletic programs, including
the budgets of those programs.
If the agency believes the
complaint is valid, the county
will have to provide "a plaq of
how to correct the disparities,"
the spokesman said.
The agency would then monitor the county's progress at
correcting problems.
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''People do not seek excellence
to win teaching awards. It's the
other way around."
. -Dr. Frances S. Hensley,
associate vice president for academic affairs
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GUEST COLUMN
New Starbucks isn't
awelcome addition,
columnist contends
by COURTNEY OSTAFF

columnist

ROBERT

Pepsi monopoly
leaves bad taste
in editor's mouth

I've got 75 cents in my"' pocket, which
surprisingly leaves me still short of a
refreshment.
With adistinctly parched feeling
deep in my throat, I'm reduced to nothing short of adesperate peddler on the
side of the road, searchin·gfor asoul
kind enough to lend me the difference
of 25 cents so that Imight purchase a
cool drink to remedy my thirst.
Insert four quarters or acrisp one
dollar bill into asoft drink vending
machine on campus these days and you
can expect to find nothing left in the
tray as you stoop over, fingers extended.
This summer, Pepsi cut adeal to
monopolize the soda pop market on
Marshall's campus, sweetening their
proposal with promises of larger profit
shares and academic/athletic contributions to MU.
As aresult, students, faculty, staff
and any other visitors to our campus
are paying more per bottle of pop than
ever before - and there's not aCoke to
be found at the university.
Being acoke drinker and acollege
student (known for their pitifully shallow pockets), Iam offended by the
vending machine change.
'Cause it's not always Coca-Cola anymore, and Iam, at times, bullied into
paying more cash to drink that carbonated swill they call Pepsi.
Raising the prices is not something
uncommon at any university or any
business in the real world.
And it is definitely not the first time
(or the last time) that Marshall administrators have made adecision without
first consulting the student body, who
in asense are t4eir employers, to perhaps poll their opinions.
It is also not the first time I've been
asked to compromise my soda pop preference to settle for aPepsi.
As long as there is big money in
monopolies (collect $200 as you pass
go), restaurants, diners and yes, vending machines will offer only Pepsi to
Coke drinkers and Coke to Pepsi
drinkers.
Idon't know how to explain my preference for Coca-Cola over Pepsi there's no real science to it or reason.
It's for the same reasons Pepsi
drinkers prefer that particular soft
drink.
Ihave not, despite my dissatisfaction, ever reacted with anger or in a
way that might be inappropriate when
forced to drink something that doesn't
necessarily appeal to my sense of taste.
For many of you who have seen the
Pepsi commercial, Ido not develop a
Joe Pesci attitude, nor do Iadopt his
tone of voice (as does the small female
child in the commercial) when asked to
compromise my preferred selection.
At least on campus, there is asolution to all of this soda pop madness
that doesn't involve throwing atemper
tantrum. It's called awater fountain.
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Ameri
c
ans'
rol
e
as
consumers
i
s
significant in international affairs
ISLORA
The following is a narrative
derived fr.om observing some of
the foreign items in my dorm
room. It is insightful because we
always seem to take for granted
what country the items in our
possession are manufactured.
More important, it demonstrated how significant our roles
as consumers are in international
affairs.
My day abruptly began when I
woke up to my boisterous
radio/alarm clock made in
Singapore.
Lifting my sleepy noggin from

the comfortable Chinese pillow on
which Ihad just slept, Iproceeded to further wake myself up by
loudly turning on my stereo made
in Malaysia to be serenaded by
classic Frank Sinatra.
Next, Ithrew on aCanadian Tshirt and
apair and
of soccer shorts
made
in Taiwan,
headed over
to the Fitness Center.
Afterwards, Icame back to my
dorm to shower and freshen up.
Idressed in ablouse made in
the United Arab Emirates. apair
of dress pants made in Tunisia
and apair ofltalian leather sandals.
As women often do, I quickly
changed my mind about the outfit. I chose instead ablue shirt
made in Sri Lanka and apair of
leather shoes made in Brazil.
Soon thereafter, my Malaysian phone rang and it was my
friend, Stephen. Realizing that it
was going to be along conversation, I rubbed some Scottish
lotion on my feet while Ilistened
to him tell me about what was in
the latest Fanny Seiler column in
The Charleston Gazzette.
When Igot off the phone, my
next chore was to print out a

paper due in my first class that
morning.
Iturned on my Japanese computer, found the document and
printed it out on my printer made
in Singapore. Isoon remembered
that Ineeded to return amovie to
theWhile
video Istore.
was getting this video
out of my Indonesian VCR, I
decided to catch alittle CNN on
my Mexican TV before heading
out.
Before I left, I took one last
look around my room to make
sure it was in an orderly condition, because Ihate returning to a
messy room.
Everything seemed to be in
order, although I had to -p-o.t my
Mexican elephant statue back in
its place on the bookcase, as well
as my souvenir Antietam
Battlefield mug made in China.
On the way out, Igrabbed my
Chinese purse, put on my Korean
sunglasses and went off to continue my pursuit for the American
dream.
Lora Kiser is aguest columnist

Steven believes everyone else
over her. I know that you are
probably thinking, "What if she's
lying?" She's not, and you can
trust me on that.
For one thing, Carol is not that
type of person. For another, she
cried way too much, and way too
hard. Ialso learned about ahorrible fight they once had that made
Carol relive memories of her
childhood. I will not describe
Carol's childhood without her
permission.
She told me that he actually
scared her. She said, "The way he
looked just scared me. He looked
evil, Todd." Immediately, my
heart went out to her. Ican sympathize with Carol easily because
Ispent five months in arelationship like this, if not worse. In this
relationship, Ihad to fight with
my girlfriend at least once aweek
simply because she liked to.
She had atendency to verbally
abuse me, and yet required me to
be with her almost 24 hours aday
7days aweek. However, when I
started work and could not be
with her everyday, she cheated on
me, yet claimed to love only me. I
finally broke it off with her and
she is now dating the guy she
cheated on me with.
Iwill not say Iam an expert on
relationships, but after only five
months with her, Iwill claim to be

experienced in at least the bad
ones. Anyway, Carol wrote aletter to Steven telling him that if he
could not trust her, then it was
over. She told me that she was
scared of areturn letter saying
the relationship was over.
I can understand this fear
because I experienced it once
before.
not agree
I can seeIdothat
she iswith
beingit now.
tom
apart by this continued relationship with Steven. Why? Why
must we experience such pain? I
feel her sorrow, Ihave been there.
Iwonder today why Istayed in
that relationship that long when I
was miserable from almost week
one. I wonder now why Carol
stays with Steven when all he
causes her is pain. Ido not know
why we sometimes stay in an
abusive relationship. It could be
due to the fact that abuse is all
you know, or it could be loneliness
and the belief that you cannot do
any better.
However, if you are in arelationship that is making you miserable and not happy, then you
can do better, much better. Trust
me, I am talking from personal
experience.
Todd Butcher, afreshman, is a
guest columnist for The Parthenon. Comments can be sent to

for The Parthenon. Comments
can be sent to her at 311 Smith
Hall.

Abuse not needed in relationships
by TODD BUTCHER

columnist

Why do people stay in relationships that cause them nothing
but misery? This is anice psychological question that does not
have one simple answer. Iam not
here to answer it, merely to comment upon it.
I am going to change the
names in order to protect the
innocent. I have two friends,
Carol who is a junior in high
school, and Steven, aguy Igraduated with. It should be noted that
Steven is in the army and lives
out of state.
They have been dating for
nearly ayear now, and Ithought
things were going good for them.
Over the weekend though, I
found out alittle too much about
my friends.
After the game, I approached
Carol knowing she missed
Steven, with the hope that she
would join my friends and Iat the
dance. She immediately burst
into tears, but this was not due to
the fact that she missed him. As
she cried upon my shoulder, she
explained her situation to me.
It seems that Steven has been
receiving information from several people who claim that Carol
Robert McCune is editor for The Par- has been seeing other guys while
thenon. Comments can besent to him at 311 he has been away. Unfortunately,

him at 311 Smith Hall or by calling 696-6696.

I'm nowStarbucks
complaining
new
Starbucks.
has aabout
dubiousthisenvironmental and business tactics record.
Idon't want them here. No one asked me if
Iwant them here. Ishould have been asked if I
wanted them here. You should have been asked.
Guess what? It's your campus. It's not President
Gilley's campus. It isn't VP Grose's campus.
Despite all impressions to the contrary, it certainly isn't financial aid's campus (sorry people,
you're really easy to pick on).It's your campus.
You can do what you want with it. If the
majority decide to have aStarbucks that's one
thing, but if some nameless, faceless bureaucrat
who probably gets some sort of kudos for picking Starbucks to have on campus decides that I
need aStarbucks, then Ihave aproblem with
that.
Ican make my own decisions, thank you very
much. I choose not to like Starbucks and I
choose
s no established not
waytoforwant
methem
to givehere.theThere'
administration
feedback about this. You know why? Because if
they wanted my opinion, they'd ask for it. They
don't want to know what the average student
thinks of all this construction - there's been no
formal effort to do an opinion survey. They just
want to make the campus look good to prospective students, so they can get the student population up.
Ifthey do that, they must be doing agood job,
right? Wrong. Harvard and Yale don't have
one/fourth the student body that we do. Why is
that important? Because the fewer students
there are, the more selective aschool is, and
generally the higher quality of education.
Now, Ibelieve in education for all, but not at
the expense ofmy
education. If(which
our teachers
are
overworked
and underpaid,
they are),
then they cannot possibly do the best job that
they can do. If we pay them according to the
fields that they teach (business profs get paid
more than art profs because business graduates
make more money than art graduates, by the
way) then we devalue the fields in which lowerpaid professors teach.
In other words, if we pay business professors
more than history professors (which we do),
then history must not be worth as much as business. I guess all those people who committed
suicide cause they lost all their money in the
stock market didn't need to know that the mar•
ket would eventually go back up, and anyway,
money's not everything in life.

NEW COLUMN
Word about Campus is anew
column dedicated to all of our
Parthenon readers. If you want to
wish someone ahappy birthday,
anniversary or congratulate someone call Christina at 696-6696.
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Gradu·ate fellowships
LCOB presentation dazzles AACSB available
through U.S.

Page edited by Christina Redekopp

merly referred to as American
Assembly of Collegiate Schools
of Business.
Smith said he overheard a
member of the audience tell an
AACSB official the LCOB presentation on core curriculum
consistency "dazzled us."
All members of the AACSB
are given "key concepts" they
are expected to incorporate
into the core curriculum,
Smith said. Some of these business concepts include ethical,
legal, technological and environmental issues.
The ability of the LCOB to
formulate a "happy medium"
between teaching these concepts without sacrificing teaching independence, Anderson
said, prompted the speaking
invitation by AACSB officials.
keyConsistency
concepts toinallteaching
students.thein
the LCOB is part of "continuous improvement" required by
the AACSB to keep accreditation, Smith said.

The plan, Smith said, was
devised by the curriculum committee, consisting of Smith,
Anderson and five other faculty elected by each division of
the LCOB.
Requiring faculty to meet
and discuss what issues they
will cover in their courses, the
plan "fosters communication
among professors," and helps
with consistency in what is
taught in the undergtaduate
core curriculum, Anderson
said.
Once decisions
concerning
what willarebemade
taught,
Smith said faculty are required
to document in acourse notebook what concepts they
taught. This procedure meets
the AACSB tracking requirement, Smith said.
The plan does not dictate
what has to be on tests or
requires professo·rs to follow
the same syllabus, Smith said,
but it does allow professors the
freedom to teach the way they

want to, as long as the AACSB
concepts are taught in aconsistent manner.
Smith said that by next year,
"after procedures are reviewed
on what happened, we have a
way of looking at the entire
undergraduate program." He
said this is something they had
never been able to look at
before.
"This will help us learn about
ourselves and will be to the
benefit of the students," Smith
said.
to the AACSB
siteAccording
(www.aacsb.edu),
thereWeb
are
"667 educational institutions
(domestic), 130 educational
institutions (international) and
52 business, government and
nonprofit institutions" with
membership in the AACSB.
Otherbesides
business
schools LCOB,
members,
Marshall'
include West Virginia University, the University of California at Berkeley and Harvard
University.

cultural, emotional, value
clarification, physical and
health, and academic and life
planning.
"For example, academic and
by BRYAN CHAMBERS life planning will be about job
interviews after graduation,
reporter
physical and health may be
Students living in residence about sexually transmitted
halls this fall have more diseases, and emotional could
choices than ever for what to focus on date rape," Tamiko A.
do with their spare time now -Ferrell, residence halls directha_
t Residence
Services has tor,"We'
said.re going to have awide
changed
its programming
requirements for all the halls. range of topics to discuss."
Each residence
is now -~ersFerrell
said resident
advisrequired
to have sixhallbuildingare required
to conduct
wide programs that occur ~hree individual floor prothroughout the semester.
grams, also anew concept this
Topics forinclude
the building-wide
programs
political, semester.
"It's up to the RA to schedule

the floor programs," Patricia
White, resident adviser in
Holderby Hall, said.
"They just have to fall within the semester and have to be
based on any of the six building-wide program categories."
Winston A. Baker, director
of Residence Services, said the
budget for residence hall programs was increased from
$20,000 to $30,000 this year
because vandalism in the
dorms has dropped.
"Residence Services normally budgets acertain amount of
money for vandalism," he said.
"But when it decreased, we
wanted to give that money
back to the students."
Other programs this year

include buddy buildings, in
which two residence halls pair
up to work on an activity,
social programs that will focus
on educational issues, and
community development programs.
Ferrell said the MUPD will
be hosting a program called
RAD (rape, assault, and
domestic violence).
Students will learn defense
mechanisms in the 15-hour
course, which will take place
during
the semester.
"We_tried
to plan all the programs based on our needs
from the past," she said. "I
hope the students learn some
things that they normally
don't learn in the classroom."

by JENNIFER L. TYSON
reporter

Representatives of the Elizabeth McDowell Lewis College
of Business (LCOB) presented
their plan for improving and
tracking consistency at the
Continuous Improvement
Symposium hosted by the
AACSB - The International
Association for Management
Education accreditation board.
Lorraine P. Anderson, associate dean of LCOB, and Dr.
Harlan M. Smith, n, associate
professor of economics and
chairman of undergraduate
curriculum for LCOB, attended
the symposium in Dallas,
Texas, Sept. 13-15.
About 600 representatives of
200 business schools attended
the
Smithforsaid.
was symposium,
an opportunity
repre-It
sentatives of other business
schools to learn from those who
are considered meeting AACSB
goals, he said. AACSB was for-

Department of Energy
by NORMAN M. WADE
reporter

Students considering the
continuation of their educational careers can now look to
the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) for a helpful
hand.
Funding is available for students interested in pursuing
master's or doctoral degrees
in such areas as applied
health physics, industrial
hygiene, radioactive waste
management, fusion energy
sciences, and global change.
Graduate fellowship programs sponsored by the DOE
and administered by the Oak
Ridge Institute for Science
and Education (ORISE) provide partial to full payment of
tuition and fees, monthly
stipends, and the opportunity
to gain either practical or
research experience at aDOE
laboratory.
ORISE was established by
the U.S. Department of
Energy to undertake national
and international programs in
education, training, health
and the environment.
Oak Ridge Associated Universities
operates
ORISE
and
its programs
through
amai:iagement and operating contract. Established in 19461
ORAU is aconsortium of SY
colleges imd universities.
The number of awards and
the
award
vary amount
dependingofoneach
the specific
program.
Jennifer Garren, ORISE
program specialist, said the

Residence program requirements changed
Drop in vandalism
spurs increase in
RH program budget

Returning students group
schedules its tofirst meeting

Reassigned time application due by Oct. 5

by JASON HUTCHINSON
reporter

by T.J. CHASE
reporter

Graduate faculty members
applying for reassigned time
must
have their
in by Monday
Oct.applications
5.
All Marshall University
Associate and Full Graduate
Faculty membersshall beeligible to receivereleased time
for research.
Although applications may
be made for any research project, priority will be givento
applications that aremeeting
aspring deadline.
Evaluations will be based on
whether the applicant is
applying for an external

grant, needs to meet a book
production deadline, or is
working on an already funded
grant.
Also if the applicant needs
toarlywrite
recently
invitedtoscholpapers
and needs
meet
a deadline and a project is
urgent enough to take a
teacher out of the classroom.
First year faculty w1ll
receive special consideration if
they
enter·aMarshall
ty with
strong Universiresearch
momentum.
The scholarship must also
relate to the faculty's academic discipline/teaching assignments.
The applicant's record of

PSYCHOLOGY CLINIC AT
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY

Providingconfidentialservices, byappointment only, to MU studentsand
employees andtomembersof theHuntington Community for:
*Depression
*Job/School Stress
*Anxiety &W
orry
*Habit Disorders (Smoking,

*Marnage/Relationsh1p
Problems
*FamilyDifficulties
*TestAnxiety

Overeating,others)
*Child Conduct &Learning
Problems
*Other adjustment problem

For furtherinformationcall ThePsychologyClinic at 696-2772

faculty development
productivity and likelihood of and/or
accomplishing his or her goal grants including Graduate
is considered and the contri- College reassigned time.
bution has scholarly worth.
The applications will be
Applicants must submit a judged by the Research
Committee and Graduate
written
summary
describing
the research project in 500 Committee.
words or less and a current Applicants will be notified
within two weeks. Those
vita.
The applicant must provide granted reassigned time for
a list of previ<'lus Marshall research must submit a
University faculty develop- progress report within 60 days
ment grants and summer after the completion of the
research awards for the past reassigned time.
More information about the
three
Theyears.
applicant must also application process is availsubmit an explanation no able by contacting Dr. Leonard
Graduate Dean or
longer than 250 words of the Deutsch,
progress or results of past Dr. Richard Niles, Research
summer research grants, Committee Chair.

Amy Deal describes herself as
a non-traditional student. The
30 year-old freshman English
major works 9 to 5 at SMC
Electrical Products. She may not
fit the profile of atypical college
student, but'she is not alone.
Leah Tolliver, director of the
Women'sand Returning Students
Programs, defines a returning
student
usuallytobeing
in hisbutor
her late as·twrotties
thirties,
she said this age group does not
encompass all returning students. ,
"I have non-traditional students calling me every semester
sharing concerns and asking
questions about programs offered to help with their transition

Awards honor
outstanding
professors
•importance
From page 1
placed on teaching,

Nominations can be made by
students, faculty and alumni.
Selection of faculty members
to receive the Pickens-Queen
Awards for Teaching is based
on evaluation by students, consideration of atwo-page essay
describing teaching philosophy
and methods, and letters of
support from five individuals of
the nominee's choosing.
Both teaching awards will be
presented at the Honors
Convocation in April of 1999.
Nomination forms for both
awards must be submitted to
Hensley, Old Main 110.
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NAHi
551 21st St1·eet

college life," she said. 'The
development of agroup will give
individuals astronger voice to get
their problems and ideas heard."
The Women's and Returning
Students Programs is sponsoring the development ofastudent
group for returning and non-traditional students. The first organizational meeting is Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. at the Alumni
Lounge in the Memorial Student
Center.
·"We will discuss how we can
make the experience of returning to school easier," Deal said.
"I want the group to focus on the
issues that returning students
face and come up with some solutions to the special problems we
encounter."
More information is available
by calling 696-3338.

Correction
Matthew P. Abballe
was arrested at
9:12 p.m., Sept. 12
for public intoxication, not underage
drinking as was
printed in the
Sept. 17 issue of
the Parthenon.
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Pickens-Queen is meant to provide encouragement and incentive for teaching achievement.
Including astipend of $1,000,
the Pickens-Queen award will
be presented to three faculty
members.

exact number of fellowships
depends on funding from the
DOE and will not be known
until early January 1999.
Certain programs have service obligations such as one
year of employment with
DOE or its contractors for
each year of participation as a
fellow.
All programs require the
submission of a fellowship
application and the completion of the Graduate Record
Examination (GRE).
Students must have received their undergraduate
degrees in ascience or engineering discipline by August
1999.
The selection ofparticipants
is based on several criteria
including academic performance (undergraduate grade
point average), GRE scores
(verbal,quantitative and analytical), letters of reference,
honors/ awards, and astatement of career goals by the
applicant.
Fellowship applications are
being taken through Jan. 25,
1999 and fellow will be
announced in April 1999.
Garren said ORISE normally receives alarge number of.
applications and recommends
early submission.
Applications or additional
information is available by
contacting Milton J.
Constantin, program manager, at (423)576-7009.
Students may also contact
gradfell@orau.gov or visit the
organization's web site at
www.orau.gov/orise/edu.htm.
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Reserved seats
for WVU student
MORGANTOWN, W.Va. (AP) - West

6

Virginia University students will have to
reserve seats at Mountaineer Field for
the first time ever because of "unsportsmanlike" behavior during the Maryland
game, officials said Monday.
The new admission procedures,which
result in the net loss of about 100 seats
in the 11,600-seat student section, go
into effect this weekend when the No. 19
Mountaineers take on Tulsa.

amecocks all to Her
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Place kicker Billy
Malashevich the hero
in Marshall's upset win

South Carolina to settle for a
46-yard field goal by
Courtney Leavitt.
•Maurice Hines intercepts
Wright on the first play of the
second half with the
Thundering Herd trailing 107. Three plays and 23 yards
later, Chad Pennington
throws a 16-yard play action
pass to Brad Hammon for a
touchdown and 14-10
Marshall lead.
•Doug Chapman scampers
for a 7-yard touchdown run
on atrick play - Pennington
handed off quickly to
Chapman and then turned to
the opposite side and faked
an option pitch - giving the
Thundering Herd a commanding 21-10 advantage
with 6:25 left in the third
period.
• Ronnie Bowman stops
Wright on a quarterback
sneak on fourth-and-one from
the Marshall 20, stopping a
possible scoring drive late in
the third quarter.
On a night when Marshall
players needed to perform to
the best of their abilities,
they did.
"It was atotal team effort,"
said Pennington, who was 21of-32 for 177 yards, two
touchdowns and no interceptions. "We stuck with our
gameplan and we executed
when we had to. The defense
stepped up and played unbelievable. The offense hung in
there, kept grinding it at
them
and kept our defense off
the field."
South Carolina Coach Brad
Scott summarized the battle
of Mid-American and
Southeastern Conference
schools simply yet effectively.
"They made plays," Scott
said matter-of-factly, "and we
didn't."

by JACOB MESSER
four tackles, two passes broassistant sports editor
ken up and a forced fumble
versus the Gamecocks. "The
Neither a horseshoe nor a ball was there as big as day.
rabbit's foot was found in his All Ihad to do was catch it."
locker. And there was no four- And that's what he did. The
leaf clover in his travel bag. clutch interception to thwart
But Billy Malashevich felt any chance of a game-winlucky Saturday night as he ning drive was representacelebrated Marshall's 24-21 tive of Marshall's perforvictory over Southeastern mance against South
Conference foe South Carolina. Generally, ·the
Carolina.
~
Thundering Herd made big
"I was lucky enough to be plays when it needed to.
put in a situation to win the "We made big plays,"
game,"
an
elated Marshall Coach Bob Pruett
Malashevich said.
said calmly during the
Which he did. Malashevich postgame press conference.
kicked a37-yard field goal as And as Pruett's use of we
time expired to give the implies, it wasn't one or two
Thundering Herd a dramatic Thundering
Herd players
win in front of a crowd of succeeding in crucial situa78,717 at Williams-Brice tions. It was many.
Stadium in Columbia, S.C.
Malashevich's kick
"I knew it was good from andWhileDerricott'
s pick were
the instant it left my foot," huge, here are five big plays
said Malashevich, whose that turned the Gamecocks
last-second heroics ignited a into Lame Ducks:
celebration of Thundering
Derricott forces afumble
Herd players on the field and and freshman linebacker
Marshall fans in the stands. Max Yates recovers with
"It was unbelievable. The South Carolina facing secwhole team was on top of me ond-and-seven from the
and screaming my name. I'm Marshall 10, halting apotenthe man.
tial scoring drive midway
"But the entire team made • through the first quarter.
big plays all night," he pointJuniors Andre O'Neal
ed out. "I wouldn't have been arid Ron Puggi sack Wright
in the position to win the for a 5-yard loss with the
game if it wasn't for the other Gamecocks threatening to
people who made big plays." score on third-and-three from
Like Daninelle Derricott. the Marshall 19, forcing
On first-and-10 from the
South Carolina 33-yard-line
with 1:04 remaining in the
game, Derricott intercepted
CHINESE RESTAURANT
Anthony Wright's pass and
returned it 30 yards to the
South Carolina 20, giving
10% OFF ON SAT. &.SUN. (. ~~
Malashevich achance to be a \\I~~
DINE IN ONLY
.qli>q~
hero.
'-tJ~.~~~o.oO WITH MU ID THROUGH SEPT. eu,,c,;ly1,t,~
"In the first and second
l'l\' 1238 4th Ave. Huntington, W.V. 25701 ~)' .s~
quarters they were going
underneath the defense," the
(Across the Greyhound Bus Station)
sophomore cornerback pointTEL: 304-697-9061
ed out, "so we made adjustments at halftime to cover
their short- to middle-nmge
passes."
En1ploy1ncnt
Those adjustments worked. 1-ltJITl~~
Wright was 13-of-19 for 221
~
yards in the first half, but Kitchen
Near Study while you babysit our
completed only 6-of-14 passes Campus 2Furnished
Paid. 1Oyear old daughter in out
for 59 yards in the second Call 522-4780BRAvaiUtilities
lable Now!
home. Lite cleaning. $5.50/hr.
half.
2-3
days/week.
1-2-3-4
Bedroom
housing
"If I could take it back, I
Non-Smoker.
Good2:30-10pm.
car. 523Close to 2141.
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Billy Malashevich, shown here kicking afield goal during the MAC Championship game last season, became the hero Saturday night when he kicked the game winning field goal against the
favored South Carolina Gamecocks. With the win, the Herd remain undefeated and helped solidify themselves as anational power.
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Kent goalkeeper Angela Snow had 11 saves in recording her
second shutout of the season. Marshall had 12 shots on goal,
while freshmen Kayla Johnson and Brooke Barrett combined
for four saves at goalkeeper.

MU women's soccer shutout Herd faces Akron tonight
The Thundering Herd women's soccer team was held scoreless in a3-0 defeat to the Kent Golden Flashes on Sunday.
Kent (4-2) opened the scoring at the 32:44 mark of the first
period when junior Beth Neel scored agoal off assists by freshmen Randee Skeen and Sarah Rios. Senior Kelly Haggard then
added to Kent's lead with a25-yard roller in the second period.
The scoring was capped off by Cassi Johnson as she scored a
goal on assists from sophomore Nicole Downey and freshman
Megan Zidek with three seconds remaining in the match.

The Thundering Herd volleyball team takes on Akron (3-5) at
7p.m., Tonight, at Gullickson Gymnasium in amatch for faculty and staff appreciation night.
Admission is free for all Marshall University faculty and staff
members, as the volleyball team tries to improve its 7-6 record
in the first MAC contest of the season.

Football: Australian style

rugby club
hadTheanMarshall
Intra-squad scrim•
mage Saturday.
The club has been prac•
tJclng and preparing for
their upcoming season and
what better way to see how
a team Is prepared than
playing themselves?
The Marshall ruggers
up as early as 6
a.have
m
. forbeenpractice
and In the
heat of the day.
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FloJo remembered as
being 'one of·akind'

NEW YORK (AP)
Florence Griffith Joyner was
one of akind.
The fastest women's sprinter
in history, she also established
the standards for fashion in
track and field.
No one has matched the feats
she set 10 years ago - world
records in the 100- and 200meter dashes, marks that still
stand. And no one has duplicated the flair she displayed - her
flamboyant, colorful, onelegged outfits, her elaborate,
well-polished, 6-inch fingernails.

Farmer Patrick was devastated by Griffith Joyner's
death.
"Florence was like asister to
me," she said, crying uncontrollably. "We shared so much
together. We shared lots of
childhood memories and career
goals. We had similar values
andGriffith
religious
beliefs."
Joyner
was the godmother of Farmer Patrick's 4year-old daughter,Sierra.
"I chose her because of her
strength and her courage,"
Farmer Patrick said. "I loved
her dearly."

Basebal Imemories

Column by KRIS SULLIVAN Maris' record and when Mark
reporter

Iwake up in the morning and
count on afew things to be constant: The sky, the universe
and Cal Ripken Jr. to be in the
Orioles lineup. 2,632 games
later, something goes wrong in
my little world.
I was there when Ripken
broke Lou Gherig's consecutive
games streak Sept. 6, 1995. I
stoodCal.for I22tried
minutes
cheering
for
to remember
every moment, knowing history
was being made. Iwas there,
Sept. 19, 1998, for the last
game of the streak not even
knowing I was witnessing history again.
Although Ripken told everyone at the press conference
after the game this was not a
moment to be sad, I couldn't
help but feel down. Something
inside me said this can't be
true, but why Idon't know.
As a baseball fan, this year
has been an emotional roller
coaster. I was at Three Rivers
Stadium when Mark McGwire
hit home run #52. I, like most
of the country, anxiously awaited someone to break Roger

McGwire did it with Sammy
Sosa at his side, I once again
savored history being made.
This baseball season will be
memorable to me personally for
atmythemother,
beginning
the season,
who isof responsible
for making me the fan I am
today and who took me to
spring training two years ago,
passed away from cancer. Even
when my mom was sick, we
would
while Iwatch
madegames
fun oftogether
Paul
O'Neil, her favorite player, and
hi~ temper tantrums. To me it
s~emed only fitting the Orioles
were playing the Yankees, the
team Gherig played for and my
mom's favorite team, when he
finally took aday of rest.
Although Ihave always been
a baseball fan (evenafter the
strike), I have thoroughly
enjoyedwhat it has given me
and others this season.
McGwire with his family dedication, Ripken with his exceptional work ethic and Sosa with
his battle against the odds of
poverty has shown me there
are good people out there and
they are the norm, not the
exception.
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I
•
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•
•
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Organizations plan activities to
promote leadership and.unity

The Center for African American Students is working for a
better campus and community through education and entertainment. Events such as avisit from Samuel Pieh, the great•
great grandson of Amistad's Joseph Cinque, are planned for
this semester.

Wednesday in Life!

story
and
photo
i11us trations

by
Xiaolin Liu

reporter

More are
and offered
more via
college
courses
the
Internet
and
opinions
about
those
courses
vary.
Traditional
educational
methods
require
students to
come
to
the
universities,
said
Dr.
Arnold
Miller,
executive
director of theServices.
University
Computing
But
coursestheareother
designedon-line
to work
way.
Milleraresaidbound
todayby many
people
time
and
location.
On-line
coursesto this
are group
especially
appealing
of people.
"Theon-line
primary
reasonis toto
offer
courses
provide
more
options
in location and
time
for provost
students,"
said
Dr.
Kyger,
the Community
andof
Technical
College
(CTC).
"Today'froms lifestyles
areones.
different
traditional
There
are
many
people
who
workhome-bound,
for a full-timebutjobtheyor
are
still
want
to take college
courses."
By
registering
on-line
courses, students
enjoy
the
flexibility
in
their
time
schedule,
Kyger
said.
"On-line for
courses
have theto
potential
students
have
access
to
education
anywhere
any associtime,"
said
Shane and
Tomblin,
ate
professor
of
the
Division
of"They
Generalallow
Studiesstudents
of CTC.to
work
around
their
life constraints."
Kyger
said
that
employers
have
been
very because
receptiveem-to
on-line
courses
ployees
do
not
to be
interrupted
from have
their workdays.
"Our courses
idea in isdeveloping
on-line
intended
forfrom
peopleaprimarily
who are
living
away
universitytherecampus
and
can'
t get
atsaid.traditional times,"
Kyger
With the availability of on-

line
courses,aitcollege
is now course
easier
toacross
register
states.
This fallElectronic
the Southern
Regional
was
established
to Campus
connect
150
southern
colleges
and
universities
offering
on-line
courses.
target
students
can
alsoThebesaid.
high-school
students,
Miller
"This
particular
subsetaccess
of population
have
to certaindoesn'
curric-t
ula."
On-linethe courses
provideto
them
opportunity

Graduate
School and
of Information Techtiology
Engineering.
Tomblin,
who
teaches
three
on-line students
courses gathnow,
said teaching
ered
in
many
places
via
the
Internet
can
be an isolated
and"You
opendon'
experience.
asense
controlsetting.
as int have
aItnormal
class-ofof
room
is
a
sense
facilitation,
the
content
into thepumping
students
via
the
medium,"
he
said.
The
very
nature
of
the
web
allows instructors to provide

"On-line learning environment is perfect for
self-motivated and disciplined students ... but
some people don't belong in on-line courses."
Shane Tomblin,

of General Studies of the Community and
· associate professor of the Division
Technical College.
meet
information
in amultiple of
ways.
needs,
hetheir
said.manyeducational
However,
also
see
In
addition
to flatadvantages
text, stuthe downside of on-line dents
can take
courses.
of
real-time
interactions
"On-line
learning
environ- such
as on-line
chat, asynment
isand
perfect
for self-motichronous
communication
vated
disciplined
stusuch
as
email,
interactive
dents,"people
Tomblin
said,
butin content
such asinstructional
questions
"some
don'
t
belong
and
answers,
on-line
courses."
video,
animation
and, deMillerof argued
thatis "the
pending
onto the
technologies
sort
discipline
not
available
instructors
and
there,"totherefore
the student frencing.
students, on-line video-con"has
be
a
self-directed
person.
Nevertheless,
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t fit A
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than
es."
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look
nice,"
Kyger
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his
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$80could
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and more
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ecutive
dean
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Kygertosaid
"students
who
prefer
doliketheir
work
on
computers
on-line
courses."But while some intend to
take on-line courses
forsaid,
conveniences,
Tomblin
they
end
up
to
find
"the
lack
oftheman ainstructor
inThere
frontis ofa
problem.
conflict
between
the
students' schedules
and
their
educational
needs.
"
Tomblin
finds
otheron-line
problems
in his
teaching
courses.
"Some
students
not
careful
in selecting are
online"They
courses.
have
not
read
course
thoroughly
soinformation
won'
t be able
toofliveinstrucupandto
the
expectations
tors,"
said. still don't
Somehestudents
understand
theTheynature
of online
courses.
askofabout
the
time
and
place
class
meetings.
"They
still
see
on-line
courses
as traditional
es,"NoTomblin
said. hascourssolid
research
been
conducted to evaluate
the
effectiveness
of
on-line
courses
up
to
now.
Miller
workingSchool-2000
now on aGrant
"Oneis
Room
Request,"
will be submitted
to which
the National
Telecommunication
Infrastructure
Administration.
Hopefully
the grant part
proposal
will include
evaluating
on-linees,acourssaid.he
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On Campus
,.

Activities Fair sponsoted by SAPB1MSC Plaza or
Lobby if rain, 11 a.m. -3p.m.
l by $APB, free, MSC Plaza or
Fantasy Fotos sponsored
Lobby if rain, noon -6p.m.
Compact Disc sale sponsored by SAPB, MSC Plaza or
Lobby if rain, noon -4p.m.
Speaker Skip Gebhart sponsored by P.R.O.W.L.,
Campus Christian Center, 9:10 p.m.
First Impressions meeting, JMC Conference Room, 5:30
p.m.
Pizza, Pucks and P.R. sponsored by PRSSA, JMC
Ubrary, 5:30 p,m.
Markings works by Creighton Michael, through Oct. 7,
Birke Art Gallery
Rap Session/ Black United Students meeting, Twin
Towers West Glass Lounge, 7:30 p.m,

......_ lept. 23, 1898
Volunteer Fair sponsored by SAPB, MSC Plaza or
Lobby if rain, 11 a.m.- 3p.m. ,
Free Movie Night sponsored by SAPB, downtown theaters, after 6p.m.
Women's Studies Student Association meeting, Corbly
Hall 407, 1p.m.
Cookout sponsored by S.O.A.R., Erickson Alumni
Center, 7p.m. -1C>p.m. Call 696-3134
Artatak meeting, Birke Art Gallery

In Huntington
Chlzel Concert, Stoned Monkey, 9:30 p.m. Tickets: $5 at
door

In the lri-State
Works by Susan Petrysza, art on display through Oct. 30,
at the Ashland Area Art Gallery at 1516 Winchester
Avenue
Pottery Exhibit, through Oct.31, at the Kentucky Highlands
Museum

Q9nn.aal•n• ,t and
Is published
Tuesday
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Thursdayevery
In The
Par•
thenon. If your club, group or organization has scheduled an upcoming event or meeting and would like to
publish your announcement here, come by The
Parthenon at 311 Smith Hall or call us at 696-6696.
Deadlines.for the Tuesday calendar wlll be Monday by
noon. To get publlshed In Thursday's calendar, tum In
your Information by noon Wednesday.
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